This workshop introduces students to current methods for analyzing categorical data, with its principal focus being regression models for categorical outcomes. We will consider models for binary, ordinal, and nominal outcomes, as well as useful and related models for censored and count outcomes. We will discuss the appropriate specification of models, their estimation with statistical software, and the proper and practical interpretation. Computing in the course will primarily use Stata. The course assumes a good working knowledge of the linear regression model for continuous variables, as well as an elementary knowledge of matrix algebra.
The purchase of any of these books is strictly optional. Of these, I would recommend buying the Powers and Xie book if I wanted a book that integrated models for grouped data with the regression models from the first part of the course, and I would recommend buying the Agresti book first if I wanted a book specifically for its treatment of contingency table data. The Cameron and Trivedi book is peerless if you are going to do a lot of serious work with count models.
The syllabus also makes reference to a few of the famed "little green books" published by Sage. The full references to these are included in the reading list.
Readings and Schedule
The pace of course like this tends to depend on sufficiently unpredictable fa ctors, including student participation and reactions, that providing a precise daily schedule seems an exercise in pedagogical delusion. What follows is a listing of the topics that we might cover in the order that we will cover them. The reading list is intended less as assigned reading as an effort to provide both reading for the course and a bibliography of next sources should one want to pursue any of these models in detail. As the course proceeds, I will provide more information about which readings would be the most instructive to do before class meetings. 
Some further details on count models:
Cameron and Trivedi, Chapters 4 and 12 (the entire book is tremendous, incidentally)
10. Event-history analysis: The point of this is not to teach you how to do event history analysis, as that is a matter which would require certainly more time than we can give and really an entire course. What I hope to do is to give an orientation into what an "event history" or "survival analysis" problem looks like, when and why you need special models for this kind of data, and how the approach is connected to the Poisson models that we just covered. 11. Contingency table analysis. Note: We are going to spend less time on this than planned in the last rendition of the course, but I couldn't see any reason not to include the whole reading list from last time as at least a reference for any students who become more interested in the topic.
Introduction and the two-way table:
Powers and Xie, Chapter 4.1-4.4.3 The Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) statistic:
